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Developmental processes in multicellular organisms result in differentiation and specialization of the constituent cells. Hence, the progression of pluripotent stem cells through differentiation steps that define distinct coexisting cell types has been considered a defining feature of metazoans (Orkin and Zon 2008; Rossant 2008). In contrast, bacteria are often thought of as unable to differentiate into distinct coexisting cell types. Yet, bacteria can develop into morphologically complex multicellular communities composed of different subpopulations of specialized cell types (Aguilar et al. 2007). Examples of bacterial multicellularity are provided by the myxobacteria, which form elaborate fruiting bodies within which the specialized spore cells reside (Kaiser 2008), and the streptomycetes, which form complex colonies with substrate and aerial mycelia similar in appearance to some fungi (Flardh and Buttner 2009).

Surface-associated communities known as biofilms are another example of multicellularity in bacteria (Kolter and Greenberg 2006). The soil-dwelling bacterium Bacillus subtilis forms biofilms in which the constituent cells are encased in an extracellular matrix (Branda et al. 2005). These biofilms contain multiple coexisting cell types. For example, in a mature biofilm, some cells synthesize an extracellular matrix, while other cells are motile, and yet others go on to become spores (Vlamakis et al. 2008). The occurrence and participation of those different cell types in the process of biofilm development might be expected to require coordinating the physiologies of the different cell types through cell–cell communication (Lopez et al. 2009b).

Cell–cell communication in bacteria is generally driven by the production and secretion of specific signaling molecules that can trigger diverse programs of cellular differentiation (Camilli and Bassler 2006). In the case of B. subtilis, much is known about the molecular mechanisms of several secreted signaling molecules that activate specific differentiation pathways. Germane to the studies presented here, the prenylated peptide ComX is secreted and from the outside of the cell activates the membrane histidine kinase ComP (Fig. 1). ComP in turn phosphorylates the transcriptional factor ComA, resulting in the transcription of a regulon that includes the srf operon, responsible for the synthesis of a surfactant, the cyclic lipopeptide surfactin (Dubnau 1991; Magnuson et al. 1994). Recently, surfactin was shown to function as an extracellular signaling molecule as well as a surfactant (Fig. 1; Lopez et al. 2009a). Surfactin indirectly activates the membrane histidine kinase KinC, which phosphorylates the master regulator Spo0A, eventually leading to the production of the biofilm’s extracellular matrix via the SinI–SinR pathway (Kearns et al. 2005; Lopez et al. 2009a).

While recent studies revealed that only a subpopulation of cells within a biofilm are matrix
Figure 1. Signaling involved in extracellular matrix formation. (A) Flow scheme of the signaling cascade that leads to the production of the biofilm extracellular matrix in B. subtilis. The pheromone ComX is required for the production of surfactin. Surfactin in turn triggers the production of the extracellular matrix. Structures of the signaling molecules are shown. (B) Schematic representation of the respective signal transduction pathways leading to the production of surfactin [left] and the extracellular matrix [right]. [Left] The quorum-sensing pheromone ComX triggers the production of surfactin by phosphorylation of the master regulator ComA, via activation of the membrane kinase ComP. [Right] The quorum-sensing molecule surfactin induces the phosphorylation of Spo0A via activation of the membrane kinase KinC. Spo0A induces the expression of SinI, which antagonizes the repressor SinR and causes derepression of genes involved in matrix synthesis.

Results

Surfactin-producing and matrix-producing cells are different subpopulations

We recently identified surfactin as a quorum-sensing molecule that induces a subpopulation of B. subtilis cells within a developing biofilm to become matrix producers (Lopez et al. 2009a). We were thus interested in studying the production of surfactin vis-à-vis the appearance of matrix-producing cells. Given that surfactin production is induced, in part, in response to ComX production, we decided to focus our attention on following the dynamics of subpopulations of cells that produced ComX, surfactin, and matrix within a growing biofilm.

To identify individual cells producing ComX, surfactin, and matrix, we chose to monitor gene expression instead of directly assaying for the molecules, which are all extracellular and may not localize near the cells that produced them. Therefore, to most accurately monitor producing cells, we generated transcriptional fusions of promoters of relevant operons to genes encoding fluorescent proteins of different colors. Figure 2A shows three operons—comQXP, srfAA-AD, and yqxm-sipW-tasA—whose gene products are responsible for ComX, surfactin, and matrix protein (TasA) production, respectively (Nakano et al. 1991; Magnuson et al. 1994; Branda et al. 2004). We constructed strains harboring the transcriptional fusions PcomQ-yfp, P(srfAA-yfp), and Pyqxm-cfp and determined the fluorescent cell populations in developing biofilms using flow cytometry (see Materials and Methods). We performed flow cytometry analyses of these three strains 72 h into biofilm development, when the biofilm has been shown to already contain several coexisting cell types (Vlamakis et al. 2008). The results are shown in Figure 2B. We assume for simplicity in what follows that cells expressing PcomQ-yfp, P(srfAA)-yfp, or Pyqxm-cfp were producing ComX, surfactin, or TasA, respectively, although it is possible that not all cells expressing a reporter may have been producing the corresponding peptide or protein.

Analysis of cells harboring the PcomQ-yfp reporter demonstrated that at the time of sampling, the distribution of cells expressing fluorescence was unimodal [Fig. 2B, left panel]. Thus, most of the cells in the biofilm were expressing the genes involved in ComX production to a greater or lesser extent. In contrast, cells harboring PsrfAA-yfp expressed fluorescence in a bimodal pattern, with most cells exhibiting little or no expression of the reporter and a subpopulation of cells exhibiting high fluorescence [Fig. 2B, center panel]. The bimodal expression of the surfactin operon observed in B. subtilis strain 3610 used here is not observed in the domesticated laboratory strain 168. See Supplemental Figure S1.] This result showed that only a small fraction of the population responded to ComX by producing surfactin [or at least expressing the PsrfAA-yfp reporter]. In turn, surfactin was sensed and responded to by expression of the matrix protein operon in only a subpopulation of cells because when we monitored the Pyqxm-cfp reporter, we observed that the distribution of fluorescent cells was also bimodal [Fig. 2B, right panel].

The significant difference between the percent of the population expressing the reporter for the surfactin operon (~10%) compared with the percent expressing the reporter for matrix production operon (~35%) led us to hypothesize that the processes might not be occurring in
the same cells. To test this hypothesis, we double-labeled a strain with the transcriptional reporters P
\textit{yqxM-}\textit{cfp} and \textit{P}_{\text{srfAA}}\textit{yfp}, and we monitored YFP and CFP fluorescence simultaneously. Cells were harvested after 72 h of growth on biofilm-inducing medium. The results were plotted in graphs in which YFP fluorescence was on the X-axis and CFP fluorescence was on the Y-axis. The number of cells expressing different levels of fluorescence was then plotted on a Z-axis perpendicular to the plane of the X- and Y-axes, as shown by the isolines [Fig. 3]. The top left panel of Figure 3 shows the control of background fluorescence for both YFP and CFP in a strain harboring no fluorescent protein genes. We first distinguished each subpopulation of cells (surfactin-producing and matrix-producing cells) individually in each channel (YFP and CFP, respectively), using single-labeled strains as controls (P
\textit{yqxM-}\textit{cfp} and \textit{P}_{\text{srfAA}}\textit{yfp}). Indeed, the single-labeled control strains showed a subpopulation of ∼12% of the cells expressing surfactin [Fig. 3, top right panel, dashed yellow rectangle] and ∼33% of the cells expressing matrix genes [Fig. 3, bottom left panel, dashed blue rectangle]. Importantly, when the double-labeled strain \textit{P}_{\text{srfAA}}\textit{yfp}, \textit{P}_{\text{yqxM-}}\textit{cfp} was monitored, both subpopulations still appeared as separated peaks of isolines in each channel with little signal overlap [Fig. 3, bottom right panel, dashed blue and yellow rectangles]. These results indicate that the surfactin-producing cells and matrix-producing cells are distinct subpopulations.

Direct microscopic observation of cells corroborated the flow cytometry results. We disrupted developing biofilms of the double-labeled strain (\textit{P}_{\text{srfAA}}\textit{yfp}, \textit{P}_{\text{yqxM-}}\textit{cfp}) after 72 h of growth and observed individual cells using light and fluorescence microscopy. This allowed us to determine the fate of numerous individual cells. As expected from the results shown in Figure 3, most cells were not fluorescent. But, among the fluorescent cells, we never observed a cell expressing both YFP and CFP. These cell fates did not change even after several hours of following individual cells. A representative field of view followed over a subsequent 4 h is shown in Figure 4. Fluorescent cells were falsely colored green if they were expressing YFP (surfacting producers) and red if they were expressing CFP (matrix producers). Superimposing images captured for both fluorescence wavelengths onto the same field captured in light microscopy yielded only green and red fluorescent cells, along with nonfluorescent cells. We never observed yellow cells, which would have been indicative of cells expressing both fluorescent proteins. These microscopic observations supported our flow cytometry data and confirmed that surfactin-producing and matrix-producing cells are two different subpopulations within developing biofilms. This finding, coupled to the fact that surfactin is itself required for the induction of matrix production, led us to conclude that cell–cell signaling is unidirectional; cells producing surfactin do not appear able to respond to it. Rather, it is a subpopulation from among the nonsurfactin producers, which senses and responds to this signaling molecule. It is interesting to note that after 4 h of observation, a time period during which the nonfluorescent cells and the matrix producers underwent several cell divisions, the surfactin-producing cells did not grow nor divide. The mechanisms that render surfactin producers insensitive to surfactin and unable to grow remain unknown.

\textbf{Extracellular matrix prevents cells from becoming surfactin producers}

Thus far we have presented results consistent with the following scenario: In a developing biofilm, many cells produce ComX (or at least express the operon responsible for its production). Only a subpopulation responds to ComX and differentiates into surfactin producers (or at least into cells that express the operon for surfactin...
Surfactin producers themselves do not respond to surfactin, but other cells do respond to it and become matrix producers. Once surfactin producers and matrix producers are generated, they remain stably differentiated for prolonged periods—individual cells simultaneously expressing both surfactin and matrix synthesis genes were never observed.

The question immediately arises as to the reason why, with the passage of time, the matrix producers [as well as the other cells] do not become surfactin producers. If ComX is made by many cells, then it stands to reason that eventually more cells should sense ComX and respond to it, differentiating into surfactin producers. Yet, this did not occur. The hallmark that distinguishes the subpopulation of matrix producers is matrix itself. This prompted us to explore whether the extracellular matrix might be involved in preventing ComX action on matrix producers during biofilm development.

We began by monitoring the levels of surfactin gene expression as a reporter for the activation of ComX in the presence or absence of the extracellular matrix. We constructed a lacZ transcriptional fusion to the surfactin operon promoter (P_{surfAA}-lacZ) and assayed its level of expression in different genetic backgrounds (Fig. 5A). The observed levels of transcription were increased more than threefold in the mutant lacking matrix (Δeps ΔyqxM-op) compared with the wild type. [The designation ΔyqxM-op is used to indicate deletion of the entire yqxM-sipW-tasA operon.] Transcription was abolished, as expected, when a comX mutation was introduced into the Δeps ΔyqxM-op strain. Mutating a second extracellular signal that modulates surfactin gene expression, CSF [competence and sporulation stimulating factor] [Lazazzera et al. 1997], only slightly reduced the elevated expression levels observed in the matrix mutant, indicating that most of the effect was due to increased ComX signaling. Control experiments monitoring the expression of the genes responsible for ComX and CSF synthesis indicated that the observed increase in surfactin gene expression was not due to a corresponding increase in the synthesis of the signaling molecules in the mutant strains (Supplemental Fig. S2).

In the wild-type strain, only a subpopulation of cells expresses the surfactin genes [see Fig. 2B]. Thus, the increase in surfactin gene expression observed in the absence of matrix using the lacZ fusion could either be due to an increase in expression per cell in the same subpopulation of cells or due to an increase in the number of cells expressing the surfactin genes. Flow cytometric analyses of cells expressing P_{surfAA}-yfp demonstrated that there was an increase in the number of cells expressing surfactin genes in the absence of matrix (Fig. 5B). We reasoned that the matrix might be the reason why the laboratory strain, unable to produce matrix, has a large subpopulation of surfactin-expressing cells. Indeed, artificial production of matrix in this strain inhibited surfactin expression to levels comparable with the undomesticated strain [Supplemental Fig. S3]. The foregoing results are thus all consistent with the hypothesis that the matrix is somehow interfering with the ability of ComX to activate ComP.

The production of active ComX involves not only transcription of the structural genes, but also processing of the peptide and its export from the cell. The possibility
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**Figure 3.** Cells expressing surfactin and matrix reporters are two different subpopulations. Flow cytometry monitoring the expression of the reporter P_{surfAA}-yfp [YFP fluorescence on the X-axis] and P_{yqxM-cfp} [CFP fluorescence on the Y-axis] from 72-h colonies grown on MSgg medium. The number of cells is represented by isolines on the Z-axis coming out of the plane of the paper. The top left panel shows the control of background fluorescence for both CFP and YFP in a strain harboring no fluorescent protein genes. [Top right panel] The strain harboring P_{surfAA}-yfp showed a subpopulation of cells (framed in yellow) highly expressing the reporter. [Bottom left panel] The strain harboring P_{yqxM-cfp} showed a subpopulation of cells (framed in blue) highly expressing the reporter. [Bottom right panel] The strain harboring both reporters, P_{surfAA}-yfp and P_{yqxM-cfp}, showed two subpopulations of highly expressing cells. Each population is framed, showing there is no overlap.

![Figure 4](image4.png)

**Figure 4.** Subpopulations of surfactin and matrix producers are distinct under the microscope. Micrographs taken 4 h apart of the same field of cells of the strain harboring both reporter fusions, P_{surfAA}-yfp and P_{yqxM-cfp}, growing in MSgg medium. The image is an overlay of fluorescence and transmitted light images. Colonies were grown for 72 h, and individual cells were separated by mild sonication and placed on a thin MSgg agar layer on a microscope slide and covered with a coverslip to allow observation of individual cells for several hours. The two subpopulations of cells expressing P_{surfAA}-yfp [artificially colored green] and P_{yqxM-cfp} [artificially colored red] were distinct and did not overlap. Bar, 6 μm.
thus remained that in the presence of matrix, the processing and/or export of ComX were somehow reduced, and elimination of matrix production led to more ComX being produced. To test this possibility, we exploited the phenotype of mutants lacking the master regulator of matrix gene expression, SinR. As described in Figure 1B, SinR functions to repress matrix gene expression, and SinR mutant strains therefore express matrix genes constitutively, resulting in a hyperwrinkled colony morphology [Fig. 5C]. Consistent with the matrix interfering with surfactin gene expression, SinR mutants did not detectably produce surfactin [Supplemental Fig. S4]; because all of the cells produce matrix in these mutant strains, ComX signaling is always blocked. Close inspection of these ΔsinR colonies revealed droplets of liquid exudate [Fig. 5C]. We collected this exudate and assayed it for ComX activity. Using a P_{srfAA::yfp} fusion as a reporter of ComX activity in a strain background that is unable to make ComX but is able to respond to it, we were able to detect active ComX in the exudate (Fig. 5D). This strain depends on exogenous ComX to activate ComP and transcribe the surfactin genes. Thus, even when all the cells were making matrix, functional ComX was being synthesized. These results indicate that, rather than interfering with ComX production, the matrix somehow interferes with ComX’s ability to activate ComP.

Discussion

Here we addressed the question of how different cell types arise and coexist within a multicellular community. Two prior sets of observations served as a starting point for the experiments presented here. First, several extracellular signals that serve to determine specific cell fates have been characterized [Pottathil and Lazazzera 2003]. Of direct relevance to our work, ComX is required for the generation of surfactin-producing cells [Magnuson et al. 1994], and surfactin is involved in the production of cells that synthesize an extracellular matrix [Lopez et al. 2009a]. Second, in a developing biofilm, different cell types coexist and display a high degree of spatiotemporal organization [Vlamakis et al. 2008]. These observations led us to investigate which cells in a biofilm make ComX, surfactin, and matrix, using as surrogates fluorescent reporters for the expression of operons involved in the production of the two signaling molecules and the matrix protein TasA. We found that while many cells expressed the genes for ComX production, only a subpopulation made surfactin, and another, different subpopulation made matrix, and that these two subpopulations were able to coexist. These two cell types do not comprise the entire population; we presume that the rest of the cells that do not differentiate as surfactin producers or responders probably represent other cell types that B. subtilis is known to differentiate into [Veening et al. 2008; Lopez et al. 2009b]. Ultimately, each differentiation process sets the stage for a subsequent cell type. For example, in biofilms, it has been shown that matrix-producing cells are the predominant cells that differentiate to become spores [Vlamakis et al. 2008]. Additionally, surfactin gene expression is a prerequisite for competence [D’Souza et al. 1994]. Therefore, differentiation of cells early in biofilm development could serve to dictate what the final population constituents are. Several questions arise regarding the mechanisms that underlie the fact that only a subpopulation responds to the extracellular signals. We discuss these in the following paragraphs.

That only a subpopulation of cells initially responds to ComX and begins transcribing the surfactin synthesis genes might be due to stochasticity and a positive feedback loop that could give rise to a bimodal population [Dubnau and Losick 2006]. ComX is only one component
of a complex regulatory circuitry that controls surfactin gene expression [Lazazzera et al. 1999]. When an individual cell senses ComX via ComP activation, ComA can be phosphorylated and the surfactin genes are transcribed (see Fig. 1). ComA~P also activates transcription of the gene [phrc] for a second extracellular signaling molecule [CSF] that, at least at low concentrations, has an autostimulatory effect on ComA~P [Lazazzera et al. 1997]. Thus, the first cells to sense ComX could quickly accumulate a level of ComA~P above a threshold and differentiate into surfactin producers.

Bacterial cell–cell communication via extracellular signals is most often referred to by the general term of “quorum sensing” [Fuqua et al. 1994; Camilli and Bassler 2006]. This term was initially adopted because bacterial extracellular signaling was first discovered as the phenomenon of “autoinduction” wherein cells could use a self-generated signal to induce changes in gene expression [Nealson et al. 1970]. These signaling mechanisms were thus seen as a way for cells to measure their population density. As quorum-sensing mechanisms have been investigated in more detail, it has become apparent that the extracellular signaling can involve much more than just sensing population density. For example, by having multiple extracellular signaling molecules where the synthesis of one depends on the prior synthesis of the other, Pseudomonas aeruginosa appears to convert its quorum-sensing systems into a timing device [Schuster et al. 2003]. Quite recently, the production of one extracellular signal, p-coumaroyl-homoserinelactone by Rhodospseudomonas palustris, was shown to depend on coumaric acid being present in the medium [Schaefer et al. 2008]. Thus, quorum sensing in this case is directly connected to the substrate present in the environment. Yet, in all these cases of quorum sensing, it has been generally assumed that all of the cells in a population are physiologically similar and thus able to produce the signal and to respond to it. In this sense, quorum sensing is an example of autocrine signaling.

Here we present evidence for unidirectional or paracrine extracellular signaling in a population of genetically identical bacteria. The subpopulation producing surfactin does not respond to the molecule; the responders are a different subpopulation. An indication that quorum sensing can involve directed signaling was provided in the discovery of a pentapeptide from Escherichia coli that triggers programmed cell death [Kolodkin-Gal et al. 2007]. That signaling peptide was assumed to be the product of dead or dying cells but the subpopulation of producer cells was not directly identified as physiologically different from the responding cells.

In order to have unidirectional extracellular signaling and different cell types coexisting for prolonged periods, cells must have a way to develop selective immunity to the extracellular signals. We showed here that in a developing biofilm, B. subtilis cells that are producing surfactin develop immunity to surfactin and, similarly, matrix-producing cells develop immunity to ComX. In the following paragraphs we discuss possible mechanisms that might mediate these two distinct immunity processes.

We do not know how surfactin producers become immune to the action of the lipoprotein signaling molecule, but we speculate that the mechanism involves a protein called ComS. ComS is the product of a gene located within the srf operon and hence the gene is transcribed in all surfactin-producing cells [DSouza et al. 1994]. ComS triggers the entry of cells into a non-dividing and stress-resistant state known as the “K-state” [Berka et al. 2002; Maamar and Dubnau 2005; Leisner et al. 2007]. It does so by effecting the release of the activator for genes expressed in the K-state, ComK, from a second protein called MecA [Turgay et al. 1998]. MecA is an adaptor protein that causes ComK to be degraded. Hence, the ComS-induced release of ComK from MecA allows ComK to accumulate. In addition, however, the gene for ComK is subject to a mechanism of bistable control that ensures that only a subset of cells accumulate high levels of the regulatory protein and enter the K-state [Suel et al. 2006]. Thus, the K-state is not likely the basis for the immunity of surfactin producers to surfactin action; only a minority of surfactin producers is in the K-state. Instead, we suspect that ComS—via its interaction with MecA—might be involved in inactivating Spo0A, which is needed to respond to surfactin [see Fig. 1B; Lopez et al. 2009a]. An important recent finding consistent with this possibility is the discovery that MecA binds Spo0A [M Defrancesco, P Prepiak, and D Dubnau, pers. comm.]. Thus, by freeing MecA from ComK, ComS might allow MecA to bind to and inhibit Spo0A. While much remains to be done before we understand the molecular basis for the surfactin immunity of surfactin-producing cells, it will be interesting to see whether ComS plays a dual role in triggering the K-state and blocking responsiveness to the lipoprotein.

In contrast to the case of immunity to surfactin, the molecular mechanism whereby matrix-producing cells become immune to ComX and thus do not become surfactin producers appears to be clear. In that case, we were able to show directly that the presence of the extracellular matrix was responsible for preventing the ComX-dependent activation of the ComP histidine kinase. The extracellular matrix did not affect the synthesis of ComX, so the simplest explanation for the observed effect is that the interaction between ComX and ComP is somehow inhibited. This might result from physical occlusion of the extracellular sensing domain of ComP. However, since the precise molecular details of the ComX–ComP interaction have not been completely elucidated, any discussion of how the matrix might physically interfere is purely speculative. Nonetheless, from the images provided in Figure 4, the fact that none of the cells under observation became surfactin producers suggests that once matrix begins to be synthesized by some cells, it is able to block ComX signaling even in the nonmatrix producers. Thus, matrix serves not only to hold all of these cell types together but also as a timing mechanism. Once cells begin to make matrix as the result of surfactin signaling, no new surfactin producers are generated. Remarkably, similar to what we propose here, blockage of signaling molecules caused by extracellular...
matrix has been reported in eukaryotes to define the distinct cell fates during morphogenesis. For instance, *Drosophila melanogaster* requires specific signaling molecules to dictate cell fate during embryonic development. Although these signaling molecules are uniformly expressed, they are heterogeneously redistributed in a concentration gradient, which defines polarity during development of the embryo. This unequal distribution of the signals relies on interaction of the signaling molecules with type IV collagen, a major component of the extra-cellular matrix, and is critical for proper *Drosophila* development [Wang et al. 2008].

The results presented in this study provide additional support to the growing body of evidence indicating that bacteria often display attributes of multicellular organisms [Shapiro 1998; Aguilar et al. 2007]. Clearly, the large amount of work on *B. subtilis* differentiation that has been previously published made it possible to follow the different cell types as described here. It will be extremely interesting to determine if similar mechanisms to induce and maintain different cell types are a common feature of bacteria during biofilm formation.

Materials and methods

**Strains, media, culture conditions, strain construction, and reporters**

*B. subtilis* NCIB3610 and *B. subtilis* 168 and their derivatives were used throughout this study and are listed in Supplemental Table S1. *B. subtilis* and *E. coli* were routinely grown on LB medium. When necessary, antibiotics were used at the following concentrations: MLS (1 μg mL⁻¹) erythromycin, 25 μg mL⁻¹ lincomycin; spectinomycin (100 μg mL⁻¹); tetracycline (10 μg mL⁻¹); kanamycin (10 μg mL⁻¹). For biofilm formation experiments 3 μL of a cell suspension was spotted onto minimal M9 medium supplemented with 1.5% Bacto agar and incubated at 30°C for 3 d [Branda et al. 2001].

Deletion mutants were generated using long flanking homology PCR [Wach 1996] using primers listed in Supplemental Table S2. Transcriptional fusions P* amyE*-lux, P* comQ*-lux, and P* comA*-lux were cloned in pDG1663 vector and the cassette P* comC*-comP in the tester strain were inserted by double recombination into minimal integration sites (*amyE* or *lacA*) in the genome of *B. subtilis* by inducing natural competence [Hardwood and Cutting 1990]. The vectors used to construct the transcriptional fusions were pKM008 for fusions expressing *yfp* and pKM003 for constructions expressing *cfp* for the insertions in the *amyE* locus, kindly provided by Professor D.Z. Rudner [Harvard Medical School], and pDR183 for insertions in *lacA* locus [Doan et al. 2005]; *lacZ*, P* comC*-lacZ, and P* comA*-lacZ were cloned in pDG1663 vector using the primers listed in Supplemental Table S2 [Guerout-Fleury et al. 1996] and inserted into the *amyE* locus by natural competence. Constructs were transferred to NCIB3610 when required by SPP1 phage transduction [Yashin and Young 1974], and β-galactosidase assays were performed according to Branda et al. [2006].

**Image capture and analysis**

Colonies were photographed using a Zeiss Steimi SV6 Stereoscope connected to a color AxioCam. Microscopy images were taken on a Nikon Eclipse TE2000-U microscope with X-cite 120 illumination system attached, using a Hamamatsu digital camera model ORCA-ER. YFP/CFP fluorescence signal was taken using a dual-band filter set [Ex436/500]. The exposure times were 800 and 300 msec, respectively. Image processing was done using MetaMorph Software and Photoshop.

**Flow cytometry**

Biofilms were harvested, centrifuged, and resuspended in 1 mL of PBS buffer and dispersed with three pulses of mild sonication. Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 7 min. After fixation, cells were washed with PBS, resuspended in GTE buffer (50 mM Glucose, 10 mM EDTA at pH 8, 20 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8), and stored at 4°C for further analysis. Mild sonication of the samples was required to obtain single cells prior to flow cytometry [Branda et al. 2006].

For flow cytometric analysis, cells were diluted 1:100 in PBS and measured on a BD LSR II flow cytometer [BD Biosciences]. For YFP fluorescence, we used a laser excitation of 488 nm coupled with 530/30 and 505LP sequential filters. For CFP fluorescence, we used laser excitation at 405 nm coupled with 408/40 and 460LP sequential filters. The photomultiplier voltage was set between 400 and 500 V. Every sample was analyzed measuring 50,000 events using FACS Diva [BD Biosciences] software to capture the data. Further analysis was performed using Flowjo 8.7.2 software [http://www.flowjo.com].

**ComX purification**

Partial purification was performed as described previously [Magnuson et al. 1994]. The supernatant of 500 mL of culture in MC medium grown overnight was loaded into a C-18 Sep-Pak cartridge [Waters] previously stabilized with aqueous 20% CH₃CN and 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid. ComX was eluted from the cartridge with 10 mL of aqueous 50% CH₃CN and 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid and neutralized with ammonium.
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